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1.	Introduction

ARIS approach to business process modeling provides 
methodology for process analysis and holistic approach 
to process design and action workflows. This paper will 
explore possibilities of usage of ARIS Express 2.4, a prod-
uct from ARIS modeling software package range, in crea-
tion of solid, all-around model of information security 
management implementation in seaport clusters and in-
volved stakeholders. ARIS line of products is a brand of 
German company IDS Scheer, acquired by Software AG in 
2009 with dominant Business Process Modeling market-
share in Europe and well-positioned in the US market. 
Two distinct model blueprints will be used for this pur-
pose – process landscape model and business process 
model.

ARIS Express is a freeware software from the line 
range used for introductory business process modeling, 
even though it also includes functionalities required to 
create extensive business process models that follow 
BPMN 2.0 standard – Business Process Model and No-
tation, a graphical representation used to specify busi-
ness processes in a business process model. The goal of 
usage of ARIS Express is to provide a standard notation 
for representation and notation of necessary steps and 
resources to implement, operate and evaluate informa-
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ABSTRACT

The paper researches the usage of ARIS Express process modeling tool in creation of economically 
sustainable information security management system in seaport clusters. Basic concepts of 
information security in seaport cluster stakeholder’s organizations are detailed, and relations and 
interactions between organizations and their environment are researched. Portfolio approach to 
information security is being endorsed along with quantification of total levels of the risk and the 
resulting cost of information security. The authors identify two basic process paths of information 
security in seaport clusters: basic activities and supporting activities. Furthermore, main components 
of both are being researched in detail, along with their interactions that create a robust system of 
information security management in seaport clusters. Process flow of all activities is constructed by 
using business process model implementation of ARIS Express software.

tion security processes in seaport clusters, and especially 
to extent required by implementations of Port Commu-
nity Systems (PCS). As of March 2011, current version of 
BPMN is 2.0.

In this paper, authors will prove that ARIS Express 2.4 
is an appropriate tool for modelling process diagrams of 
information security in seaport clusters. Prior to that, all 
steps required for implementation of information security 
management system will be identified. The treatment of 
information security system implementation will not be 
purely technical in nature, it will also include exact risk as-
sessment and financial impact on seaport cluster’s opera-
tions. 

This process model is aimed to ensure compliance of 
information systems in seaport cluster and all its stake-
holders, both conventional and those built around the 
paradigm of Port Community Systems, with legal require-
ments, requirements of business certification and best 
practices in a way that is financially sound. It is also aimed 
to provide for algorithmic repetitiveness of the process 
to ensure further adjustments of that system to the even-
tual change in business processes, business requirements, 
changes in legislation and development of underlying 
technology.
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2.	Process	paths	of	information	security	in	port	
clusters

Seaport clusters are concentrations of vari ous activities 
related to the seaport, and a pow erful source of economic 
effects for the region that the cluster includes. [1; p. 373] 
Port community systems (PCS) are holistic, geographically 
bound information hubs in global supply chains that pri-
marily serve the interests of a heterogeneous collective of 
seaport related companies [2; p.14] 

Their complexity is derived from organizational re-
quirements oriented towards the promotion of efficiency, 
ensuring the flawless transport of goods through seaport 
systems, compliance with local legislation and provision of 
stability and information flow security and business con-
tinuity while each entity included in the PCS maintains its 
own autonomy and self-sufficiency [3; p. 2]. 

Using ARIS Express business process modeling, two-
tiered basic information security processes in seaport 
clusters are shown in Fig 1. Process landscape model 
specifies those processes in information security manage-
ment system that are primary processes – they add value 
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Fig.	1 Basic and supporting process paths of information security in seaport clusters [4; p. 252] 

to seaport clusters information security. These processes 
are highest level processes, and they are interconnected in 
a functional sequence, creating a process landscape model 
of seaport cluster information security. These processes 
stand in a hierarchical order, and process oriented hierar-
chy is strictly maintained. Process line on the left side of 
the model is represented by processes executed in conti-
nuity, because information security management process 
is never complete, but in a constant state of evaluation due 
to change of characteristics or types of information assets, 
changes in the business process or external legal or formal 
certification (best practice) requirements.

On the right side of the model are supporting pro-
cess line activities that provide support to the left side 
of basic process line activities of information security in 
seaport clusters. They are also set up in a hierarchical 
manner and are basically related to the activity of infor-
mation risk assessment that is economically (financially) 
quantified, compared to the cost of incident occurrence. 
Based on this analysis, decision is made about investing 
or avoiding investments in information security mea-
sures (controls).
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Supporting process line activities are in fact executed 
in all processes of the basic information security process 
line in seaport clusters, except during the first activity 
(implementation of basic information security measures). 
These measures do not require significant investments, 
especially not compared to the remaining four processes. 
Focus of the implementation of these measures is on the 
elevation of management awareness in respect to impor-
tance of information security in business development 
and operations. As a part of implementation of these 
measures, the management clearly demonstrates that in-
formation security is one of the basic business functions, 
integrated in all other functions, whose proper implemen-
tation may have both positive and negative impact on busi-
ness results. Therefore, risk assessment and quantification 
of financial impact of elementary measures of information 
security is not a supporting activity that should be imple-
mented within the first process of the basic process line 
of information security. It is not realistic to expect that the 
management of the seaport cluster stakeholders is initially 
able to perform proper risk assessment analysis, financial 
evaluation and risk mitigation measures. Supporting pro-
cess line will have its full impact only after all seaport clus-
ter stakeholders reach a minimum level of knowledge and 
basic measures implementation, that is to say, when the 
information security becomes a key factor in the business 
case of each individual seaport cluster stakeholder.

Both process lines are equally applicable both in the 
initial implementation of structured information security 
process (if it did not exist before in an organized form) and 
later maintenance of the system, because the cycle itself is 
closed (endless), in line with PDCA cycle (“Plan-Do-Check-
Act”) of quality management in organizations [5]. There-
fore, as part of relevant basic sub processes of information 
security management, procedures of supporting processes 
are being invoked in order to evaluate the exact levels of 
risk and financial impact of mitigating that risk to an ac-
ceptable level. Considering that implementation of risk 
controls to a portfolio of information security solutions 
always follows risk assessment, no information security 
measure in this model is implemented unless both tech-
nical and financial evaluations are completed. According 
to business process modeling requirements, in appropri-
ate points of the model, operators that separate different 
branches of the process paths are being used, depending 
on whether certain requirements are being met or not, 
and then, execution activities (functions, using terminol-
ogy of process modeling) are performed. The model also 
outlines all possible risks, documents, databases and de-
liverables that are used or produced during the execution 
of the process itself.

The model is constructed in a way to be process and 
methodology oriented, but it is not technology oriented. 
This notion has been respected from the inception of the 
model, considering that seaport cluster stakeholders 
sometimes do not have own or dedicated resources just 
for information security function, and information secu-
rity is haphazard and often undertaken by management 

of operative instances that do not necessary expertise in 
the area of information security. Also, information secu-
rity technology is subject to constant change and improve-
ments in very short technology cycles and changes in risk 
and information asset types, so it is advisable to use this 

Fig.	2 ARIS Express model of information security management in 
seaport clusters [4; p. 255]
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approach in order to create a model that would be more 
resilient to technological and organizational changes.

From the description, it is obvious that exact mate-
rial and organizational realities are not described in the 
model, except in a process path terminology. This is in or-
der not to interfere with the managements’ vision of de-
velopment, already achieved level of development of in-
formation security, available financial resources, market 
position, business strategy and maturity level of business 
development. Functional borders of individual macro pro-
cesses are outlined with dashed lines. In the following Fig 
2. that shows the overall model of information security 
management in seaport clusters, there is a clear distinc-
tion between two vertices of process paths (implemen-
tation	 of	 elementary	 information	 security	 measures	
– left, and supporting	process	path	activities – right).

3.	Basic	process	path	activities	of	information	
security	in	port	clusters

Basic process line starts with the initiation of informa-
tion security introduction in a seaport cluster, or some of 
its stakeholders. There are several possible motivators for 
this process and in case of a new organization, they are 
usually subjective because information security is rarely a 
core business activity in such organizations. In case of al-
ready existing (functioning) organizations, motivation can 
be found in the following:

–– Previous	experience of the management and incli-
nation towards deployment of the basic information 
security measures,

–– Legal	compliance	requirements in the area of in-
formation security; in case of smaller organizations 
these requirements are usually represented by the 
needs for protection of personal data,

–– Minimum	 certification	 system	 requirements for 
information security, in reality usually because of 
credit card usage and payments,

–– Losses	(unplanned	cost) caused by information se-
curity incidents,

–– Subjective	factors like best	practice and compara-
ble experiences of other organizations.

Five sub processes of the basic implementation of in-
formation security management system and three sub 
processes of supporting activities shown in fig 2. will be 
explained in details.

Macro sub process shown in fig 3. is equally applica-
ble in case of initial implementation and later periodical 
evaluations. It includes checks that evaluate the need for 
repeated activities. The only activity that is not constantly 
monitored and repeated is the implementation of elemen-
tary information security measures and controls.

In case of initial	 information	security	 implementa-
tion, it is possible to identify two distinctive activities:
1.	Elementary	 education	 of	 the	 management. The 

purpose of this activity is elementary introduction of 

Fig.	3 Introduction of elementary measures of information security 
[4; p. 259]

the management to the model of information security 
management in seaport clusters, advantages of its uti-
lization, possibilities of risk measurement, connection 
between perceived risk levels and investment required 
to mitigate the risks, operational cost, and possible and 
foreseeable consequences of information security in-
cidents. A part of elementary education is also under-
standing of basic concepts and terminology of informa-
tion security, overview of the best practice models and 
certification and identification of those legal require-
ments that require organization’s compliance. Educa-
tion can be a self-initiated activity or a partially/fully 
outsourced activity.

2.	Execution	 of	 basic	 information	 security	 measures	
in	 seaport	 clusters. Similar to elementary education 
of the management, this measure can be insourced, or 
partially or fully outsourced. Basic information secu-
rity measures can be implemented without significant 
related investment or operational cost. Their impor-
tance is very high and they also include those measures 
that are aimed towards the promotion of information 
security culture in various seaport cluster stakehold-
ers. Quantity and extent of basic measures depends on 
several factors. The most important among them is the 
influence of technical and technological related risks 
that is exerted on organization’s information systems. 
It would be highly advisable that an inventory	of	basic	
measures	of	information	security for seaport clusters 
is maintained by an independent body. Final deliverable 
of this process is the creation of the report	on	non-im-
plementation	of	ISMS	measures.
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In Fig. 4, a process of implementation	of	 legally	re-
quired	measures related to information security in sea-
ports is shown in detail. In the beginning of this phase, the 
seaport cluster’s management has demonstrated that it is 
dedicated to execution of measures of information security 
by implementation of basic measures of information secu-
rity. However, no risk assessment has been done yet, there 
is no financial evaluation of investments or calculation of 
operative costs. Within the borders of this macro proc-
ess, the basic activity is checking of compliance with legal 
requirements gathered in the second repository whose 
existence this model anticipates – inventory	of	 legal	re-
quirements. It is quite customary in this phase of imple-
mentation that the management has already identified a 
person or instance in charge for coordination and organi-
zation of measures of information security. However, this 
is not a mandatory activity because information security 
coordination and management is a business process that 
has to be treated more as function than something perti-
nent to a single role or person. After the audit (effectively, 
creation of list of legal requirements that carry the need 
to create and implement information security controls), 
for the first time in the model flow a supporting process 
path is invoked in order to select financially optimal meas-
ure of information security. This activity also includes risk 
assessment, but this particular activity is rather simple 
because measured by a single incident occurrence it is 
equal to legal penalty for non-compliance. Availability of 
financial resources for measure implementation is not a 
part of the supporting process path: its end result is the 
selection of optimal measure (information security con-
trol) and form of its implementation (cloud	solution,	as	
investment,	as	a	service	or	risk	transference). Compar-
ison with budgeted financial value is executed in the ba-
sic process path. In case that such financial resources are 
available, selected measures are implemented. This model 
anticipates certain reality that some seaport cluster stake-
holders will not have available financial resources ad-
equate to ensure legal requirements. For this reason, end 
result of this process is a document – report	on	measures	
undertaken	to	ensure	legal	compliance. In each next it-
eration of the process, on the top of the list of measures to 
be implemented are those measures related to legal com-
pliance that were not previously implemented because of 
lack of funds.

The next step of the process is shown in Fig. 5 – evalu-
ation	of	business	certification	requirements. Business 
certification requirements are special measures required 
by seaport cluster’s vendors or clients to endorse uninter-
rupted business activity by raising levels of information 
security. Implementation of these measures is also aimed 
at protection of cooperation and information systems of 
the clients and other stakeholders. In this model, it is pos-
sible to identify two basic sequential activities: creation	
of	the	catalogue	of	measures	of	business	certification 
and analysis	of	available	 financial	 resources to imple-
ment those information security controls identified within 
supporting process path of economic evaluation of infor-

Fig.	4 Macro process of ensuring compliance with legal requirements 
of information security in port clusters [4; p. 261]

mation security measures. In case that a seaport cluster 
derives business certification requirements from several 
sources, the function in charge of information security has 
to ensure that comparable or identical measures are im-
plemented only once. This activity requires comparative 
analysis of requirements of two or more business certifi-
cation systems. 

In case that financial resources are available for imple-
mentation of business certification measures, related solu-
tions are procured and implemented. In case that financial 
resources are not available, a report	on	non-compliance	

Fig.	5 Evaluation of business certification requirements [4; p. 262]
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with	 required	 business	 certification	 requirements 
is created for the management and this document repre-
sents the output of the process. Risk occurrence conse-
quence can be also identified at this stage – loss of income 
caused by non-compliance with business certification re-
quirements. As with legal requirements, in the next itera-
tion of the process the accent is given to those measures 
that are not implemented in previous iteration because of 
lack of funds. 

As it is clearly visible from the model, second and 
third macro-process of the information security in sea-
port clusters includes a feedback loop to the beginning of 
the sub-process that is currently implemented in order to 
include all identifiable risks by implementation of legal 
compliance and professional certification. After all identi-
fied risks are mitigated, the model continues towards the 
next macro-process: implementation	 of	 the	 best	 prac-
tice	 measures	 of	 information	 security. At this point, 
the seaport cluster has already covered a long way from 
implementation of elementary measures, compliance 
with legal requirements and business certification, risk 
assessment and creation of reports related to those mea-
sures (controls) that are identified but not implemented 
because of lack of funds. Process of implementation of 
measures of the best practice is the most similar to those 
measures used in the management of information systems 
management system within the quality management sys-
tems. This model defines another repository – inventory	
of	best	practice	measures. This inventory can be taken 
over from best practice systems or closed formal certifi-
cation systems, or it can be constructed internally, using 
own seaport cluster’s knowledge and experience in infor-
mation security management. In this step of the main pro-
cess path, supporting process path is also being invoked to 
evaluate risk and financial effects of implementation of the 
best practice measures. Output document of this process 
is the report	detailing	those	measures	that	are	neces-
sary	but	not	implemented, while the process itself is also 
circular until all best practice measures are implemented. 
In this stage of implementation of information security 
management system in seaport clusters, total levels of re-
sidual risk are clearly identified.

The fifth step of implementation of information secu-
rity model in seaport clusters, shown in Fig. 7, is a sub-
process in which criteria	 for	 the	 next	 iteration of the 
basic process path are clearly established. After initial and 
iterative implementation of measures of information se-
curity according to the inventory of basic measures, legal 
requirements and best practice is completed, the manage-
ment has to repeat the whole process in set or predeter-
mined time cycles. Usually this time frame is one year. Ex-
cept in complex changes of the business process or legal 
requirements, it is expected that following iterations will 
require less and less time and resources (and less imple-
mented measures). Seaport cluster stakeholders should 
carefully evaluate whether changes in the business pro-
cess have resulted in increased or decreased information 
security requirements. Even if there were no significant 

Fig.	6 Evaluation of the best practice requirements [4; p. 264]

Fig.	7 Evaluation of the state of audit period and changes in business 
process [4; p. 265]

changes in business processes or organization, this activ-
ity is important for the process approach, maintenance of 
the corporate culture of information security and organi-
zation of this function. This cycle is repeated until	set	au-
dit	time	period	is	reached, or until	there	is	significant	
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change	 in	 organization	 of	 business	 processes in sea-
port clusters and the next risk assessment becomes neces-
sary.

According to the described model, an internal	inven-
tory	of	business-induced	changes is necessary as a for-
mal repository. This is a tool used by the management 
to evaluate current state of the information assets and 
whether changes in the business process had such impact 
and influence that there is a need for the process to be re-
peated. 

4.	Supporting	process	path	activities	of	
information	security	in	seaport	clusters

there are three	 distinctive	 sub-processes	 that con-
stitute the supporting	 process	 activity	 path of infor-
mation security in seaport clusters. This process path is 
a procedure called during macro-processes of ensuring 
compliance with legal requirements, business certification 
requirements and best practice measure implementation. 
The supporting process path is invoked every time there 
is a need to assess financial impact and appropriateness 
of implementation of information security measures (con-
trols) in seaport clusters. This particular process path con-
tains three separate macro-processes: risk	 assessment,	
quantification	 of	 financial	 effects	 of	 risk	 mitigation,	
and	 risk	 treatment	 using	 selected	 mitigation	 mea-
sures.

The first process is shown in Fig. 8. It is an initial	sup-
porting	macro	process of information security in seaport 
clusters. Its goal is to identify whether the implemented 
measures of information security are adequately address-
ing legal requirements, business certification require-
ments and best practice requirements of information 
security, by checking and comparing existing portfolio of 
information security measures towards set requirements. 
Risk levels are identified using risk assessment activities 
and then the risk is quantified in monetary terms. Risk 
quantification determines a range of expected financial 
impacts the information security incident occurrence 
might have on the organization’s cash flow in case when 
mitigation measures are not implemented, and vulnerabil-
ity of a certain information asset is identified. The product 
element of this process diagram is financial	impact	–	eco-
nomic	(financial)	representation of the identified risk.

In order to quantify all mitigation measures, it is neces-
sary to analyze alternatives applicable to the same meas-
ure (control) of information risk, both in operative form 
and financial impact sense. It is possible to identify four 
different delivery forms of information security controls in 
seaport clusters:

–– cloud-based information security solutions
–– information	security	investments
–– leased	information	security solutions
–– risk	transfer (insurance)

These possibilities are shown in Fig. 9.

Fig.	8 Risk assessment of information security in 
seaport clusters [4; p. 267]

Fig.	9 Quantification of financial impact of risk mitigation 
measures in port clusters [4; p. 268]

Outgoing result of this process are financial	 indica-
tors	 clearly	 comparing	 alternative	 sets	 of	 measures 
that are equally mitigating identified risks at a desired 
level. The management has to take special care not to com-
pare different measures that provide partial or different-
level risk mitigation, but to compare those measures that 
provide same level of risk mitigationion. Furthermore, this 
process is important because it provides several possibili-
ties of achieving the same goal while optimizing seaport 
cluster’s cash flow, depending on the business goals and 
policies related to implementation of solutions: analysis of 
the investment is represented by three (or more) indica-
tors derived from analysis of net	present	value,	internal	
rate	of	return	and	time	preference	of	money invested 
in information security solution (risk control). In case that 
seaport cluster’s management prefers investments, they 
can choose the purchase of particular solution, while in 
case that they prefer cash flow optimization and they are 
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not preoccupied by depreciation cost (tax credit), they 
can select a measure implemented as a cloud solution or 
one paid in installments as a service. Risk transference 
cost of information security through insurance is not yet  
particularly developed, especially not in Europe, but there 
are indicators it will become more prevalent in near future.  
[6; p. 14]

The final step of the supporting process path of infor-
mation security in seaport clusters is risk	 treatment	by	
selected	 measures (controls) of information security. 
This macro process is a final process before the process 
line transfers the process back to the basic process path 
of information security implementation process, where it 
was invoked from. The process is shown in fig 10. Input 
parameters of this macro process are previously clearly 
identified risks, their financially quantified impact, miti-
gation possibilities and all possible ways to mitigate risks 
using controls (using own financed assets through invest-
ment process, operative cost in form of leasing, rental or 
software as a service concept, cloud computing or risk 
transference – insurance). Main goals of this macro proc-
ess are the following:

Financially	quantified	risk	as compared to the imple-
mentation cost and decision about financial feasibility is 
reached. In case that quantified risk is lower than the cost 
of mitigation measures, it is not financially viable to imple-

ment that particular measure. This type of decision must 
be formalized in risk acceptance by the management. 

Inside this macro process, an additional evaluation is 
performed, whose goal is to assess if	all	 relevant	 infor-
mation	 security	 risks	 in	 seaport	 clusters	 are	 treated	
or	 not. If not, the process continues until all risks are 
treated.

All output results of the risk quantification macro proc-
ess have to be treated as temporary because of changes in 
the business process in seaport clusters, changes in legal 
requirements, professional information security certifi-
cation requirements and requirements of available best 
practice. Also, the number of various risks and mitigation 
measures tends to increase with time, while the cost of in-
dividual measure implementation tends to decline. These 
facts additionally support the existence and inclusion of 
the mechanism of periodical assessments and re-evalu-
ations. Furthermore, this model of information risk man-
agement is also endorsed by changes in seaport clusters’ 
environment, acquisition of additional information assets 
that carry more inherent vulnerabilities that can be ex-
ploited by threats, especially if they are a part of seaport 
cluster’s development or information systems develop-
ment projects. 

With this step, both process paths (basic and support-
ing) of information security management process are de-
scribed in detail and completed. They are based	around	
cyclical	 activities,	 several	 external	 catalogues	 of	 re-
quired	information	and	a	limited	set	of	internal	prod-
ucts inside process paths, aligned to produce best results 
in selection of appropriate information security risk miti-
gation measures that are financially quantified and sup-
port the business case.

5.	Conclusion

Seaport clusters are an expression of strategic planning 
and aggregation of activities and stakeholders’ efforts in 
seaport areas. Each of the stakeholders brings in the com-
munity its own distinctive information system, with inher-
ent characteristics that have impact on the information 
security process, described in terms of information assets, 
vulnerabilities, threats and imposed risks. Furthermore, 
the blueprint for information security in seaport clusters 
becomes even more complicated if information systems of 
seaport clusters are formed as Port Community Systems 
– a form of integrated business information systems spe-
cially tailored for seaport operations.

In the research, the basic premise was the usage of 
business process management methodology and creation 
of models that describe organizational structures, appli-
cation systems, data and processes that form information 
security management in seaport clusters. ARIS Express 
application platform was used for modeling and two dif-
ferent model sets were created: macro outlook at the ba-
sic and supporting information security process paths was 
created using process modeling, while granular approach Fig.	10 Information security risk treatment in seaport clusters [4; p. 270]
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was then used by further analysis of both process paths 
into sub-processes. 

Basic process path of information security in sea-
port clusters is a circular, repetitive process path inside 
of which four different macro processes of information 
security can be identified: implementation of elemen-
tary measures of information security, implementation of 
measures aimed towards alignment with legal require-
ments, alignment with professional certification require-
ments and, finally, compliance with best practice. All of 
these macro processes use appropriate catalogues of el-
ementary measures, professional certification measures, 
legal requirements and best practice requirements, main-
tained by a professional authority. Execution of business 
processes within macro processes of the basic path pro-
cedurally calls supporting (auxiliary) process path, engi-
neered to provide financial analysis and risk assessment 
of information security controls to be implemented in the 
information security management system. It is possible 
to identify three different processes that are a part of the 
supporting process path: risk assessment, selection of the 
form of risk mitigation and financial impact analysis.

Overall process of information security management 
in seaport clusters is circular in nature, and in line with 
quality management systems that use PDCA (“plan-do-
check-act”) methodology. The next iteration of the im-
plementation is triggered either by a change in business 
processes in seaport clusters, or expiration of the veri-
fication timeframe (usually one year). This approach al-
lows for incorporation of all possible changes in seaport 
clusters’ information systems that have impact on infor-
mation security.

ARIS Express proved to be an appropriate tool for the 
modeling purposes because its usage allowed for graphi-
cal representation and understanding of basic and sup-
porting process paths of the information security in sea-
port clusters. Further developments and research on this 
topic could be in the area of implementation of BPMN 2.0 
notation in creation of detailed process descriptions of dif-
ferent macro processes and process paths of information 
security.
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